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Abstract—Cloud Computing works as the best solution for 

providing many of its services for cloud consumer agents with 

different requests for huge computational VM's with large 

storage capacity. The instance requests of cloud consumers will 

dynamically change as per their usage of application 

requirements with the demand for business growth, and single-

vendor cloud becomes a constraint to satisfy these needs of the 

cloud consumers. Federated Cloud can contribute its solution 

approaches to meet these dynamic needs of cloud consumer 

requests of resource instances. The interoperability of clouds was 

made realistic with cloud federation. This paper provides an 

optimized solution approach where a set of collaborated cloud 

providers will provide services to satisfy consumer agents' 

multiple requests. It presents the two-phase collaborated 

resource provisioning (CCRP) approach and Most Cost-Effective 

Collated Providers Resources First (MCECPRF) algorithm. The 

algorithm’s efficiency has been tested with specific data set for 

optimizing the cost for cloud consumer agents and analyzes the 

cancellation of requests, decision time for provisioning for 

different VM configurations within specific time slots. 

Keywords—Cloud computing; federated cloud; collaborated 

resource provisioning; optimized cost 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing has provided a wide range of computing 
services, which enabled business applications to utilize these 
services effectively in handling their client issues like on-
demand access of resources  [1], scaling the storage data, and 
fast access abilities [2]. The massive growth of cloud 
consumers who handle critical application services like online 
banking, shopping, and trading services requests resource 
instances that may not be taken by a single cloud provider [3]. 
The maintenance cost of making available a massive set of 
resources for cloud consumers' dynamic requests is typically 
tricky for a single cloud provider in meeting contractual 
agreement of quality of service (QoS) parameters as 
mentioned in Service Level Agreements (SLA). 

Cloud provider agents need to enhance their computing 
services to satisfy the cloud consumer agent's requests at any 
instance. The dynamic resource provisioning leads to over-
provisioning and under-provisioning resources as they get 
provisioned to cloud consumers, which leads to wastage of 

resources and profit loss due to not meeting their contractual 
agreements. The inter-cloud concept [4] can meet the demand 
of dynamic resource provisioning by coordinating among a set 
of cloud providers and meeting all cloud consumers' service 
level agreements. Different flavours of inter-cloud 
mechanisms exist, Hybrid-cloud which makes all private 
cloud providers to get extended their services by making use 
of public clouds without any intimation; Multi-cloud utilizes 
the libraries of multiple cloud providers to enable the 
consumer applications to use resources without their 
knowledge, Sky computing provides a massive set of 
resources of various cloud provider agents without 
establishing any trust between them and federated cloud where 
the group of cloud providers agents provides resources by 
collaborating among themselves by forming a federated level 
agreement between them. 

This paper presents a collaborative resource provisioning 
approach for forming coordination among cloud provider 
agents to share the resources using federated-level agreements 
[23] in the federated cloud. The cooperation among the cloud 
provider agent is realized in our work as a cooperative cloud 
market where resource provisioning is managed and 
generating optima profit for each cloud provider participating 
in the collaboration. Our significant contribution is supporting 
the cloud broker agent to deal with workloads' division 
according to dynamic resource instances' user requests. 

The main contribution of this paper is a two-phase 
collaborated resource provisioning wherein one phase the 
consolidation of resource instances is done by the collated 
cloud service providers and second phase based on the type of 
requests of cloud consumer agents the consolidated resources 
are provisioned within an optimal cost using Most Cost-
Effective Collated Providers Resources First (MCECPRF) 
algorithm. The paper's remaining sections are included a brief 
detail about related research in the Related work section. The 
section titled Collaborated Cloud providers Collation 
Formation with Resource Provisioning discusses the 
cooperative cloud providers effectively dealing with the 
consolidated resources. The detail about the two-phase 
approach and the MCECPRF algorithm, and the mathematical 
model were covered under the above section. The 
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Implementation and Results Evaluation section lists the 
different sampling data tested on the simulation tool is 
presented. Finally, Mentioned summarized findings with 
future work in the Conclusion section. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The computers' advancement rather than its improved 
computing ability in providing services as a utility like water 
usage and electricity usage bill was started long back in the 
year 1970s [28]. High technological advancements both at 
hardware and software level shifted the computing paradigm 
from single PC usage to considerable servers used for 
computing like utility, grid, and cloud with improved 
performance, reliability, scalability, and autonomy in varied 
services deployment, storage, processing. The mechanism of 
trading schemes was proposed by Buyya et al. [7] among the 
cloud providers in providing computing resources to cloud 
consumers within the specification of QoS parameters. The 
different schedules within approaches [8] were proposed 
based on the research advancement by building toolkits to 
demonstrate cloud providers and cloud consumers' interaction 
as the Cloud market. 

The market-oriented nature of cloud, as proposed by 
Buyya et al. [9], has given significant functionality in 
managing admission control processes for different cloud 
consumer's requests. The QoS specification with available 
resources is used to accept or reject the suggestions based on 
their violation. The cloud broker model was proposed in [10] 
in which cloud service providers and cloud consumers are 
going to have interaction for meeting the demand-supply of 
resources with intermediate involvement in checking 
violations of Service Level Agreements (SLA). The E-
Commerce paradigm is proposed in [11] with implementing 
cloud market model with four named entities like sellers, 
buyers, brokers acting as intermediaries with different policy 
mechanisms for gathering information about SLA, selection, 
and sharing of resources, negotiation and payment for the help 
as allocated [29]. 

Virtualization [12] is the unique feature of cloud 
computing methodology in realizing all its resources for 
allocation to meet the cloud user's requirements for managing 
their services at a different level of deployment of applications 
within the cloud. The share of resources is done in VM 
instances, including the composition of storage, computing 
machines, and bandwidth for cloud consumers by cloud 
providers. This mechanism of allocation of resources at 
runtime is termed as resource provisioning, as mentioned in 
[13]. Generally, cloud resources get provisioned dynamically 
to satisfy cloud users' workload requests based on several 
criteria mentioned in [14, 15] to group the set of VM's by 
cloud providers with single-server configurations. Meng et al. 
[16], Proposed a VM Multiplexing concept where a bunch of 
VM instances can be selected based on combined criteria as 
computed by intermediate broker systems. Zhan et al. [17] 
presents a resource provisioning mechanism that considers 
heterogeneous workloads for a single cloud provider sharing 
information of its configurations through a third party with 
other cloud providers to satisfy the cloud user's requests. 

H. Wang et al. [18] presented a distributed system 
mechanism in managing the pricing options for cloud users 
with knowledge of cloud providers to provide the resources at 
the optimal price. Users can afford to use them for their 
application needs. Mazzucco et al. [19] worked on flexible 
pricing options for cloud consumers by considering good 
revenue collections for cloud providers. Menglan et al. [20] 
have studied the effects of reserved and on-demand instances 
based on achieving the minimum budget within the limitation 
of job allocation of cloud users. The formulations were made 
to perform jobs with a limited budget for cloud user varied 
requests. S. Khatua et al. [6] done work on formulating the 
pricing options that cloud users can pay for cloud services is 
treated as an integer programming problem with reserved and 
on-demand instances for gaining optimal cost. Quan et al. [21] 
implemented a stochastic method of integer programming 
model to optimize the cost for resource scheduling with SLA 
limitation. S. Chaisiri et al. [22] have dealt with many 
uncertainties to provide an optimal price for varied requests of 
cloud user demands for some time by using a stochastic linear 
integer programming. K. C. Okafor et al. [24] developed a 
distributed cloud computing network real-time model named 
spine-leaf to study the virtualization of resources with 
minimum SLA violations in a data center. The collaboration 
of automatic fog computing nodes with software-defined 
neural switch [25] shows the results of cooperation satisfying 
the massive workload requests made by cloud consumers. The 
scalability of fog computing nodes with spine-leaf network 
topology [26] shows can service effective management of 
different resource requests with low response time and less 
bandwidth. 

Finally, the above-related work provides the list of 
research gaps which need to be addressed in the federated 
cloud. Cloud providers' collaboration for managing the request 
instances of type big data streaming needs to be provisioned. 
The formation of collation needs to be analyzed in terms of 
vulnerabilities faced during resource provisioning [27]. 
Providing the optimal cost for cloud consumers will lead to 
reasonable customer satisfaction, exploring the possibility of 
gaining good profits for cloud providers. 

III. COLLABORATED CLOUD PROVIDERS RESOURCE 

PROVISIONING APPROACH 

The Collaborated Cloud Providers Resource Provisioning 
approach is implemented by cloud Broker Agent to effectively 
handle the cloud market of provisioning resources within their 
optimal purchase cost. Initially, the Cloud Provider Agents 
(CPA) will analyze the type of requests of VM instances made 
by the cloud consumers and perform the Federated Level 
Agreement [23] with a set of (Quality of Service) QoS 
parameters like response time, process time, and availability 
and form collation and this collation formation will change as 
per the VM instances availability at the individual cloud 
providers who are involved in the collation. The cloud broker 
agent does handle the first phase of the CCPR approach by 
fixing the SLA parameters between the Collated Cloud 
Provider Agents (CCPA) and the request instance made by the 
Cloud Consumer Agent (CCA). The second phase involves 
the optimal computing cost [28] for a different type of 
requests serviced at CCPA. Fig. 1 gives clear pictures of the 
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CCPR approach with a neat block diagram mentioning its 
phase‟s operations [30]. Among the procedures, FLA 
monitoring and SLA monitoring are critical to managing by 
Cloud Broker Agent for handling the requested VM instances 
of CCA. 

Our objective of the CCPR approach is to minimize the 
total cost spent by the cloud consumer agent in getting his 
request serviced from collated providers with the following 
constraints: 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture Model for Collaborated Resource Provisioning Approach in Agent-Based Model for Federated Cloud. 

Algorithm 1: ResourceAggregator (cpa,ca,ncpa,nca): 

Input: objects of Cloud Provider Agents and Cloud Consumer Agents –CPA,ca,No of CCPA-ncpa, NoofCCA-nca 

Global variable REQSTATUS=[„Marked‟,‟Allocated‟,‟Marked for Allocation‟] 

Output: Requested VM instances status of Cloud Consumer Agents and return the TotalOptimalCost 

// Initialized all types of request VM instances to zeros 

 UserReqVM, UserReservedVM,UserDemandVM,UserSpotVM=[0,0,0,0] 

TotalReservedCost=0,TotalOptimalCost 

// Aggregating the resources request of CCA depending on their request type 

for i in 1: nca: //  for each Consumer Agent  Object 

  for  j in 1:4 :// for each requested Instance VM of type [SmallVM, MediumVM, LargeVM, ExtraLargeVM] 

       UserReqVM [i][j]=ca[i].ResRe[[j]// Intialize the user request array  with consumer agent request array 

       if ca[i].TypeofReq==‟R‟ and  ca[i].ResReq[j]=!0 // Checking the type of request for reserved instance 

               UserReservedVM[i][j]=ca[i].ResReq[j]  

       if ca[i].TypeofReq==‟D‟ and  ca[i].ResReq[j]=!0  

// Checking the type of request for On-Demand instance 

               UserDemandVM[i][j]=ca[i].ResReq[j]  

       if ca[i].TypeofReq==‟R‟ and  ca[i].ResReq[j]=!0  

// Checking the type of request for  Spot instance 

               UserSpotVM[i][j]=ca[i].ResReq[j]  

// handling the reserved instances request by CCPA 

  for i in 1:ncpa 

    for j in 1:nca 

         for k in 1:4 

//Checking the availability of requested reserved VM with CCPA and compute cost. 

 if ((UserReservedVM[j][k]<=cpa[i].ARes[k]) and (ca[j].TypeofReq=='R')): 

                        cpa[i].ARes[k]=cpa[i].ARes[k]-UserReservedVM[j][k] 

                         TotalReserveCost += UserReservedVM[j][k]*cpa[i].CRes[k] 

TotalCostDmdSpot=MostCostEffectiveCollatedProvidersResourceFristApproach(cpa,ca,ncpa,nca,UserDemandVM,UserSpotVM

) 

    TotalOptimalCost=TotalCostDmdSpot+TotalReservedCost 

for i 1:nca 

    display the CCA requested resources status 

return TotalOptimalCost 
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Algorithm 2: MostCostEffectiveCollatedProvidersResourceFristApproach(cpa,ca,ncpa,nca,dvm,svm): 

Input: objects of Cloud Provider Agents and Cloud Consumer Agents –cpa,ca,No of CCPA-ncpa, NoofCCA-nca 

           dvm,svm Globalvariable REQSTATUS=[„Marked‟,‟Allocated‟,‟Marked for Allocation‟] 

Output: Requested VM instances and total cost for On-Demand and Spot are allocated for Cloud Consumer Agents 

// Initialize local variables for total no of CCPA, Total demand and spot request and cost variables 

     maxCount=ncpa 

    totvm=[0,0,0,0] 

    rpcount,  

    TotDmdCost, TotSpotCost=0 

    for i in 1:ncpa 

       for j in 1:4 

            if(ca[i].TypeofReq=='D'): 

                totdvm[i][j]=dvm[i][j] 

      TotalDmdCost=ComputeTotalCost(cpa,ca,ncpa,nca,totvm,rpcount 

           if(ca[i].TypeofReq=='S'): 

                totsvm[i][j]=svm[i][j] 

                TotalSptCost=ComputeTotalCost(cpa,ca,ncpa,nca,totvm,rpcount) 

     end for 

end for 

return(TotDmdCost+TotSpotCost) 

Algorithm 3: ComputeTotalCost(cpa,ca,ncpa,nca,totvm,rpcount) 

Input: objects of Cloud Provider Agents and Cloud Consumer Agents –cpa,ca,No of CCPA-ncpa, NoofCCA-nca 

           totvm Globalvariable REQSTATUS=[„Marked‟,‟Allocated‟,‟Marked for Allocation‟] 

Output: Requested VM instances and total cost for On-Demand /Spot are allocated for Cloud Consumer Agents 

//Initialize local variables for computing the cost while allocating resources for On-Demand/Spot 

    xvm, xrp, sxvm, sxrp=[0,0,0,0] 

    rpcount, M,  yrp, , ind , sind=0 

   Totcost=0 

   for j in range(nca): 

            for  k in range(4): 

                  if(M<ncpa): 

        //  Checking the minium VM requirements for On-Demand/Spot request with CCPA 

                     while((totvm[j][k]>0)and(cpa[M].ARes[k]!=0)): 

                            if(totvm[j][k]>=cpa[M].MinVm[k]): 

                               if (totvm[j][k]<=cpa[M].ARes[k]): 

   //Initial matching of resources and getting allocated 

                                   VMallocate(cpa[M],ca[j],totvm[j][k],M) 

                                   cpa[M].ARes[k]=cpa[M].ARes[k]-totvm[j][k] 

                                   ca[j].R=REQSTATUS[2] 

      TotCost=TotCost+cpa[i].CRes[k]*totvm[j][k] 

                                   totvm[j][k]=0 

                               else: 

                             // If required VM instances of On-Demand/Spot are available with CCPA after residue VM identified 

                                   xvm[ind]=cpa[M].ARes[k] 

                                   xrp[ind]=M 

                                   totvm[j][k]=totvm[j][k]-cpa[M].ARes[k] 

                                   ind=ind+1 

                                   ca[j].ReqSt=REQSTATUS[3] 

                                   rpcount=rpcount+1 

                           else: 

// if the Price requirements are agreed then the request status is updated 

                                if(ca[j].ReqPrice[k]>=cpa[M].CRes[k]): 

                                    yrp=M 

                                    ca[j].ReqSt=REQSTATUS[1] 
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                            M=M+1 

                            if(totvm[j][k]==0): 

                                if(ca[j].ReqSt=="Allocated"): 

                                    continue 

                                if((ca[j].ReqSt=="Marked for Allocation") and(rpcount<=maxCount)):  

  // 

                                    for j in range(ind): 

                                         VMallocate(cpa[yrp],ca[j],xvm[k]) 

                                         cpa[yrp].ARes[k]=0 

                                    totdvm[j][k]=0 

                                    ca[j].ReqSt=REQSTATUS[2] 

       TotCost=TotCost+cpa[i].CRes[k]*totvm[j][k] 

                     if(totvm[j][k]!=0): 

                            print("Unable to Provision consumer agent request") 

                            break 

            end while 

     end for 

end for 

return(TotCost) 

1) VM instances for all types of claims like Reservation, 

On-Demand, and Spot are nonnegative integers. 

2) Cloud Consumer Agents need to follow a unique 

pricing model for a different type of request instances. 

Table I notations are used to specify the formulate 
approach for understanding those above constraints: 

Total reservation request VM instance cost is measured 
using the following: 

∑ ∑ [                            ]
 
   

 
       

  (1) 

Total On-Demand request VM instance cost is measured 
using the following: 

∑ ∑ [                ]
 
   

 
       

           (2) 

Total Spot request VM instance cost is measured using the 
following: 

∑ [               ]
 
       

            (3) 

Thus the optimal cost of operation from a Cloud Consumer 
Agents is specified as 

∑ ∑ [                          
 
   

 
       

  ]+[                ]+∑ [              
 
       

 ]                 (4) 

Subject to following constraints as mentioned 

ReqVMr, ReqVMo, ReqVMs >=0            (5) 

Costs+Costo+Costr>=TotalCostD            (6) 

The equation (1) to (3) provides the formulae for 
computing reservation cost, on-demand cost and spot cost. 
Equation (4) gives the total optimal cost by meeting 
constraints as specified in equations (5) and (6). In 
Algorithm 1, all reserved requests were assigned for collated 
cloud providers who satisfy their exact match of a reserved 
right of VM instances. Table II and Table III specify the 

Service level Agreement Parameters from the Cloud 
Consumer Agents and Cloud Provider Agents side. The 
Federated Level Agreement can be created based on those 
SLA of Cloud Provider Agents and form the corresponding 
Collated Cloud Provider Agents for satisfying the requests of 
VM instances of Cloud Consumer Agents. Algorithm 2 
provides detail pseudo code for MCECPRF algorithm to which 
input of CCPA entity, CCA entity along with number of collated 

cloud providers and on-demand VM vector and spot VM vector. 
Depending on the request of VM vector type Algorithm 3 
computes the total cost of resources for that respective request. 
The on-demand VM vector get provisioned for specific time 
duration and spot VM vector will be provisioned based on the 
availability of VM‟s for that time instance. 

TABLE I. NOTATION SUMMARY 

Parameter  Description 

TD Total time duration to handle the requests. 

Cost Reserved instance of  Cost of resources 

Costo On-Demand instance of cost of resources per hour 

Costs Spot instance of resources cost at that instance. 

ReqVMr Reserved Instance of the request of VMs 

ReqVMo On-Demand Instance of the request of VMs 

ReqVMs Spot instance of a request of VMs 

TotalCostD Total Cost corresponding to demand vector for a duration D 

Rev-Cost Total reservation Cost for the entire contract period 

Dem-Cost Total on-demand cost for an entire-time slot 

Spot-Cost Total spot cost for that instance 

TABLE II. CLOUD CONSUMER AGENTS REQUESTS SERVICE LEVEL 

AGREEMENTS 

Type of VM Requested VMs Price($) Availability (%) 

Small VM 20 0.42 0.95 

Medium VM 14 0.41 0.98 

Large VM 15 0.35 0.96 

Extra Large VM 10 0.46 0.98 
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TABLE III. CLOUD PROVIDER AGENTS SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS 

Type of VM MaxVM's Availability (%) MinVM's VMCost($) 

Small VM 1000 0.98 50 0.45 

Medium 

VM 
1000 0.99 100 0.47 

Large VM 1200 0.98 100 0.51 

Extra Large 

VM 
900 0.99 50 0.62 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS 

Tested the proposed algorithms by simulation using 
Python3.7. Our execution's hardware platform is Intel I3 
Processor with Core Duo Processor (1.5 MHz) and Windows 
8.1 operating system. For simulation 5, cloud providers agents 
with random configurations, as stated in Table II for each type 
of VM instances, and four cloud consumer agents with 
random configurations as said for each VM instance as in 
Table III. The resource providers varying prices have been 
taken from Amazon EC2 [5]. 

Table IV and Table V are the results of MCECPRF 
algorithm of CCRP and stochastic results of Non-CCRP. 
Fig. 2 gives the details about slot-wise configurations for 
which collated cloud providers can handle the requests and 
provide the resources at an optimal cost to cloud consumers. 
The Fig. 3 graph provides a clear interpretation of the 

percentage of cloud consumers' licenses cancelled in a 
particular timeslot for varied VM random configurations. The 
Fig. 4 shows the difference in milliseconds' decision time for 
provisioning resources for different time slots with various 
random VM configurations of collated cloud provider agents. 

TABLE IV. CLOUD CONSUMERS UTILIZATION COST WITH COLLABORATED 

RESOURCE PROVISIONING (CCRP)APPROACH 

Consumer 

Agents 

Rev-

Cost($) 

Dem-

Cost($) 

Spot-

Cost($) 

Total Optimal 

Cost($) 

CCA1 12.34 10.23 5.23 27.8 

CCA2 10.26 15.23 8.26 33.75 

CCA3 22.31 16.34 4.25 42.9 

CCA4 15.26 13.24 8.23 36.23 

TABLE V. CLOUD CONSUMERS UTILIZATION COST WITH NON-
COLLABORATED RESOURCE PROVISIONING (NON-CCRP) APPROACH 

Consumer 

Agents 
Rev-Cost($) 

Dem-

Cost($) 

Spot-

Cost($) 

Total Optimal 

Cost($) 

CCA1 22.43 14.23 12.87 49.53 

CCA2 18.45 17.43 18.26 54.14 

CCA3 32.31 26.76 14.34 73.41 

CCA4 20.26 17.24 18.23 55.73 

 

Fig. 2. Total Optimal Cost Comparison between CCRP vs. Non-CCRP Approach. 

 

Fig. 3. Percentage of Cloud Consumers requests Cancelled. 
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Fig. 4. Provisioning Decision Time in Milli-sec/slot.

V. CONCLUSION 

Developed a useful cloud market model and managed 
federated cloud interactions among cloud provider agents and 
cloud consumer agents is realized through an Agent-Based 
Model. The Cloud Broker Agent is acting as an intermediary 
to meet the cloud user requirements and deliver services to 
them by using a collaborated resource provisioning approach 
(CCRP) where a different set of cloud providers are getting 
coordinated to provision VM instances at optimal cost for the 
other kind of requests like reservation, on-demand, and spot. 
The proposed MCECPRF algorithm provides the mechanism 
for checking VM instances with collated cloud provider agents 
and limiting resource provision for a particular period and 
samples. The future work would demonstrate this simulation 
on real-time setup to get the appropriate conclusions of 
generating optimal cost for cloud consumers for different VM 
configurations of cloud providers. 
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